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De facto standard is one which is Widely used standard, generally 
published but not yet ratified by ISO or a national standards setting agency. As 
the de facto standard setting process in the absence of specific standards 
organization in the regulatory, the establishment of standards were pursuing 
their own economic interests from the perspective of maximizing, the de facto 
standard with the patented technology will combine to make patented 
technology aboard the express train of rapid expansion of technical standards in 
order to obtain market power beyond the patent content. And because of the 
high degree of monopoly of de facto standards, once the abuse of patent rights , 
will inevitably undermine competition in the market, damaging the interests of 
competitors and consumers, ultimately damage the public interest. Therefore, 
starting from the basic theory of de facto standard and patent, in contrast to the 
related regulations in developed countries based on the experience, this article 
for our specific conditions put forward the proposal of the relevant laws and 
regulations. 
This thesis includes three parts: Preface, Body and Concluding remarks. 
Among which, the body is divided into four chapters.  
Chapter I is “the Combination of De Facto Standard and Patent.” It gives a 
definition to de facto standard and patent abuse from a legal perspective, and 
makes an analysis for the mode and motivation of combination of de facto 
standard and patent.  
Chapter II is “patent abuse in de facto standard and the legitimacy of 
regulation.”It summarizes several common patent abusive behavior and 
demonstrate the legitimacy of regulation; 















standard in the major developed countries.”It describes the major legislation 
and experience of other countries and their several implications for us to learn;  
Chapter IV is “perfecting the legal regulation system of the patent abuse in 
de facto standards.” It firstly analyze the present situation and Major 
shortcomings of the legal regulation system in China. Secondly The 
construction of the legal regulation system of the   patent abuse in de facto 
standards was put forward. 
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余均放弃应诉、退出美国市场；2006 年，在国外 DVD 专利权人的打压下，
深圳宝安区的 DVD 工厂从 140 多家锐减至 35 家，产量一度占全球 85%的
中国 DVD 行业，正被迫退出或彻底沦为 OEM 工厂，导致产业界 终发出
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